
Godey's 1862 Headdress
Modern Adaptation by: Jamie Quick

This is a fun and cute little headdress. The pattern works rather quickly, and is mostly correct. I 
did make a few changes to the chain section and, of course, added details on how to construct 

the frame. The original pattern is also not originally from the USA (it was reprinted in Godey's in 
1862) so the treble crochet actually is double crochet.

Materials:

⦁    Size 6 or 1.8mm crochet hook (or size 7 if you crochet loosely)

⦁    13 inches millinary wire, or jewelry wire. Jewelry pliers to roll wire edge will be helpful.

⦁    Silk lace yarn 100 grams/798 yards approx (2/20 optional for fringe) 50 grams would be 
more than enough. I probably used 25-30.

⦁    2 yards 3/4 or 1 inch velvet

⦁   Trimming fabric, silk or velvet for top of headdress
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Start Crocheting
Chain 60

Row 1: Double crochet into the 6th chain from the hook. Then, *chain 2, double crochet into 
the next chain* repeat from *to* across. (19 holes)

Rows 2-19: Chain 5, *dc into the first double crochet, chain 2, double crochet into the next 
double crochet* repeat from *to* till end.

Square is complete. Now you will work the chains on the sides. If you have a large head, or a lot 
of hair,  you may want to make the chains larger. I don't think the 7 chains match the large 
loops in the original picture. If you desire that look and size, I would make a 10-14 chain, and 
maybe skip a few more spaces between. 

Row 20: *Chain 7, skip one double crochet, and single crochet into the next loop* repeat till the 
corner. At the corner, you are not going to skip a double crochet, you want more fullness here 
to turn the corner. Once the corner is complete, repeat from *to* till the end.

Row 21: Chain 5, single crochet in the first loop *chain 7, single crochet into the center of the 
next loop* repeat  till end.

Row 22: Chain 5, single crochet in the first loop * chain 7, single crochet into the center of the 
next loop* repeat till the corner. Work an extra loop into the corner to turn. Repeat from *to* 
till end.

Row 23 - 24: Repeat rows 21 and 22
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Construction
1) Take the velvet, and whip stitch it to the top of your chain area. I folded my velvet over and 
sewed it on both sides.

2) Cut a wire frame (measure your head... think, headband) 12-14 inches. I cut mine 13 inches. 
You want to roll the ends of the wire, so it doesn't poke through the velvet frame work. You are 
also going to want to create little fold over zones on the end of the velvet to hide the raw edge 
and to secure the wire. Fold the velvet around the wire, and whip stitch.

3) Sew another strip of velvet onto of the wire frame, or silk ribbon to decorate. I made some 
crocheted silk flowers to top mine, but you can make bows, use military wire, or even pleat 
some ribbon.

4) Create a fringe. I wrapped mine around an 18inch quilting ruler, and did 2-3 strands per hole. 
Silk often unties itself, so not only did I loop mine on with the crochet hook, but I also took a 
sewing needle and sewed the fringe down too.

Step 5) Sew the velvet from the crochet section onto the headband.
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Enjoy ~ Jamie Quick

My instructions are copyright@2023. The original pattern is public domain. Any items you make 
with my patterns are your property, and may be sold if you please.
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